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WHO WE ARE

ANDHealth is Australia’s only organisation dedicated to providing
commercialisation support programs designed specifically for digital
health companies.
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DEFINING DIGITAL HEALTH
Digital Health is NOT just about collecting and sharing patient
information.
The FDA defines digital health broadly as including:
! Mobile health (mHealth)
! Health information technology (HealthIT/ e-health)
! Connected & wearable devices
! Telehealth and telemedicine
! Personalized & precision medicine
Increasingly Digital Health is moving to providing frontline treatment
modalities
- Digital Therapeutics Source: http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DigitalHealth/default.htm
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DIGITAL HEALTH COMMERCIALISATION CHALLENGES
*Based on actual market observations and active
dialogue with Australian & international innovators &
investors.

04. Globalisation challenges
02. Lack of informed capital
There are currently no Australian specialist
digital health investment funds

01. Sector recognition
Outside of the US digital health
struggles for recognition as a
sector in its own right with its
own specific challenges.

Australian companies lack the knowledge &
experience to effectively penetrate major
markets in this space. In addition, the Australian
ecosystem lacks a point of critical mass able to
generate the interest of international investors.

03. The wrong capital
Digital health companies that do attract
investment often do so from investors
who lack the knowledge skills and ability
to support these companies

06. Clinical validation
Companies need support in accessing
the right type of clinical trials and clinical
evidence gathering to support evidencebased health claims

05. Commercial validation
Many companies lack the commercial
evidence to support uptake of their
technologies by providers and payers.
This requirement in particular is poorly
understood and is significantly different
in digital health than in other sectors.
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07. Regulatory landscapes
Digital health is evolving rapidly,
creating shifting regulatory
landscapes difficult for companies
to navigate strategically
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HARNESSING THE POWER OF THE COLLECTIVE
FOUNDATION MEMBERS

PROGRAM
PARTNERS

ECOSYSTEM PARTNERS
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ANDHEALTH PROGRAMS
B.R.I.G.H.T Future for Digital
Health

Digital Health Market Success
Bootcamp

ANDHealth+
Needs
Assessment/
Idea Generation

State of
Readiness
Screening

B.R.I.G.H.T Future for
Digital Health
Innovators
Our early stage program brings
together ANDHealth’s network
of digital health industry
leaders, alongside Planet
Innovation’s proven BRIGHT
Process framework, to facilitate
early stage idea generation and
validation specific to digital
health.

Detailed
Feasibility Study

Development &
Proof of Concept

Evidence
Building

Digital Health Market
Success Bootcamp
Targeted at bridging the gap
between feasibility and proof
of concept/ evidence building,
this 5 day curriculum-based
program provides global
industry expertise to digital
health companies which are
pre-ANDHealth+.
*Funded in partnership with
MTPConnect

Market
Launch

Market
Uptake &
Exit

ANDHealth+
Our flagship program
assists mid-stage digital
health companies to meet
key investor and clinical
requirements; requires no
equity consideration, each
cohort company’s advisory
panel and project is
tailored specifically to that
company.

*Funded in partnership with
LaunchVic
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QUANTIFIED OUTCOMES
Cohort Company Reported Outcomes (as at 31 December 2018)
2017 Cohort Onboarded October 2017 | 2018 Cohort onboarded September 2018 (underway).

$2.5M

$14.3M
Raised (dilutive & nondilutive)

1
Exit of DoseMe
(to Tabula Rasa
NASDAQ: TRHC)

13
Commercial pilots
commenced

14,697
New patients served

New Revenue

10
Clinical trials and studies
commenced

148
New operational sites

63
New jobs (FTEs)

9
New international
market launches

18
New partnerships formed
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New CxO Roles

118
New commercial
customers

19
New product releases
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DIGITAL NATIVES

TECHNOLOGIC
AL
EXPANSION IN
HEALTHCARE

Millennials are
accelerating
technology into
frontline care.
The increasing use of
IoT devices to monitor
health will have an
economic impact of up
to US$1.6T by 2025
(McKinsey 2015)

INCREASED
SPENDING

EMPOWERED
PATIENTS

Spending on
healthcare in Australia
has increased 50%
between 2006/07 to
2015/16 (9.6% GDP).

Empowered
consumers are
seeking control over
their healthcare data
and decisions, and
seeking more
engagement from their
healthcare service
providers.

In the US healthcare
expenditure accounts
for 17.2% of GDP.
(AIHW 2018)
Leveraging new data
and technologies is
key to improving
outcomes and
lowering costs of care.
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WHAT DOES SUCCESS LOOK LIKE IN THIS EVOLVING
MARKET?
Shift from being product based /
technology push
Identify when people
are at risk and
knowing what they
need, before they
need it

Reach people
wherever they
are

to
Service based, focused on
supporting an empowered
healthcare consumer with sticky
technology that integrates into
people’s lives

Capture hearts and minds
through understanding
consumer behaviour

Design personalised,
sticky, interventions
and deploy them in a
timely manner

Adapted from: https://www.visualcapitalist.com/6-forces-transforming-future-healthcare
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AWARENESS
About products, services, people and
providers

FOUR
PILLARS OF
ADVANCED
HEALTHCARE

TARGETED INTERVENTIONS
Right intervention, right time, right patient
ADHERENCE/ COMPLIANCE
Long lasting behavioural change to improve
outcomes
FRICTIONLESS ACCESS
Access to care, your way, when you want it
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WHAT ABOUT BIG DATA?

VARIETY

VOLUME

Can be derived from a
myriad of sources.

Large volumes of continuous
data

Is all data created equal?

AI/ ML enables faster more
accurate data analytics

VELOCITY

VERACITY

How quickly is the data being
created, moved or accessed?

Establishing TRUST &
ACCURACY
Includes guaranteeing data
analytics are error-free & credible
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ARE WE REALLY TALKING ABOUT BIG DATA?
VOLUME

VARIETY

In Australia per year
148M Primary Care Visits
71M Allied Health
10.6M Hospital Visits

Is there sufficient variety?
Top 5% of health spenders contribute
to 50% of total health expenditure,
while lowest 50% of health spenders
contribute to just 3%4

USA 767k Doctors ave 19 patients/day
14.5M encounter records/day
Comparison
FaceBook 4.75B pieces data/day
Google 3B searches/day

VERACITY

VELOCITY
Data largely stored in siloes –
Sentinel, non-interoperable sites1
Interoperability remains an issue
Data repositories are only useful if
data can be accessed swiftly at
appropriate time and place by
qualified person utilising appropriate
protocols.

Is it genuinely useful data?
1MWyber

R et al. 2015. World Health Organization. Big data in
global health: improving health in low- and middle-income
countries
2Tsou et al. 2017. Appl Clin Inform. Safe Practices for Copy and
Paste in the HER - Systematic Review.
3Medscape 2019. Death by 1000 Clicks: Where EHRs Went
Wrong
4Kaiser Family Foundation analysis of Medical Expenditure Panel
Survey, Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services.
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A lot of healthcare data arises from
unstructured clinical notes and
clinician behaviour (for example, up
to 90% routinely use copy and
paste2), along with EHRs optimised
for billing rather than patient
outcomes (especially US)3
Do we TRUST it? Is it ACCURATE?
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HOW DO WE MAKE BIG HEALTH DATA MEANINGFUL
TRANSFORM DATA INTO COMPELLING
STORIES
Content which engages and supports patients
improves clinical outcomes.
The Patient is a Part of the Process.

CREATE PREDICTIVE INTELLIGENCE IN HEALTH
Integration of both real time and historical health
data can be transformative via preventative
intervention, faster diagnosis, targeted treatments
and long term adherence and behaviour change.

Forget the Data – it’s about Actionable Insights.

LEVERAGE DATA TO ENABLE A SHIFT FROM
PRODUCT TO SERVICE-FOCUSED
Move away from pushing product to
understanding and delivering what consumers
want & need.
Patients are not there to be told what to do, they are the
consumers of your healthcare service – What do they
want?

DEMOCRATISE DATA THROUGHOUT THE
HEALTHCARE SYSTEM
Ensure that the right people within the healthcare
system can access the relevant information in a
form which those people can easily understand and
act upon it….

But wait…… What about consent?

Adapted from/ Inspired By: https://www.visualcapitalist.com/big-data-healthcare
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WHOSE DATA IS IT ANYWAY?
Medical Data = 5X Value Personal Financial Data (Eric Topol)
“Patients aren’t ready to own their own data”
(http://fortune.com/2018/03/21/everyone-wants-your-healthcare-data/)

What if the data is wrong? How do you, as a patient, change it?
(In a system which is based on an entrenched view that the
system/ clinician is always right)
“It’s been de-identified – it’s not longer personal health data?”
Really?
“93% Australians support using medical records for
research” (Research Australia 2017) – But what about cognitive
dissonance
• Opt-in data (pre-2018) and public outcry over Opt-out of
MyHealthRecord suggests that theory and reality differ.
The US Supreme Court upheld the right of businesses to
harvest and sell information of individual patients without their
permission.
• Ruled that a corporations right to free speech trumped an
individual’s right to privacy. (Vermont v IMS Health 2011)
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WHOSE DATA IS IT ANYWAY?
“You close the door and you think, I’m telling my doctor
my most intimate medical secrets, and only my doctor
knows about it. But it’s sold commercially.”
“We need to discuss this. Data miners and brokers often
don’t want to talk about it because it’s a multibillion-dollar
trade and they say there’s a great chance to advance
medical science. They don’t talk about the real reason,
which is marketing and sales.”
“If there’s a chance to advance medical science, let them
make the case to we the patients. If you want to donate
your data to science, that’s great, but you should have
the choice.”
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BIG DATA | CASE STUDY
Works with FDA to show
real-world evidence
differs to Phase 3 Trials
evidence

Series B

Series A

Data V’s

Series C

$8M (led by
Google Ventures)

ACQUIRED
By Roche for
$US1.9B

$190M (Roche)

$130M (Google
Ventures)

Iteration
Pivot

No Economic
Model

Launch
Business intelligence
for oncology
hospitals

2012

Acquires EMR for
$100M. Now a
cloud-based
software for
oncology clinics

Only 2
contracts with
slow (2 year)
sales cycle

2014

Data analytics & clinical
trials (with 1000+ data
handlers) targeting
pharmaceutical
companies

2016

2M patients and
$200M ARR from 280
practices and 15
largest oncology
pharmaceutical
companies

2018
16
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BIG DATA MYTHS IN COMMERCIALISATION
We’re going to sell the devices, but
really the commercial model here is
to “monetise the data”
Really? You sure about that? Any
comparable deals/ examples you can
show me?

We have the world/
universe/ galaxy’s
largest data set in “x”.
We will lead the world
in diagnosis/
treatment/ care
I doubt that very much.
And even if you do….
So what?
Can you prove
actionable insights
delivered into
workflow?

Q: “Who will pay for it?”
A: Governments, Clinicians,
Hospitals, Insurers…. and
Patients…

Just because…
…it works, doesn’t mean
people will use it

Really? You sure about that?
All of them? Wow…
(disbelieving)

…it saves costs, doesn’t
mean someone has the
funds/ incentive to buy it

We know its works because we have trained
the algorithm on our data set.
Q: “Have you done any real world evidence
clinical studies?”
A: “No”
But there’s something called regulatory
approval – and you will need real world clinical
evidence. PLUS customers will need a clear
economic imperative.

By leveraging our algorithm the healthcare
system will save $x per patient per year…. Will
it? Does that mean there’s budget to pay for it?
Savings ≠ Spending
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…it works on screen/ in
the lab, doesn’t mean it
works in real life
… it could transform
lives, doesn’t mean there
is an economic model
that will support a
business.
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THANK YOU
ANDHealth appreciates the support of its members, partners, cohort
companies and sponsors in supporting our vision for an integrated ecosystem
for the development, commercialisation and implementation of evidence based
digital health companies in Australia.

